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Election Results
SENATE
PRESIDENT
4-Steve Hegranes ..
Walt Eisner
VICE-PRESIDENT
4-Peter Yin
Fran Honrath ...

Photos by Alistair Blackwell

SENATOR-AT-LARGE
4-Skeez Radel
Mic Meyer
4-Mark Vanyo
4- Wayne Strubel
+Jim Houston

Walter Eisner

SUPB
PRESIDENT
+John Schroeder
SECRETARY
4-Dan Baumgart

752

TREASURER
4-Georgia Blackmun

757

Student Advisory Council
4- Becky Kent
Jeff Bruneile
-fJack Holewa
+ RickHlebain

643
447
47£
53£

SS has procedures to
'maintain continuity,'
serve 'professionally'

STOP
GO®

By Carol Braun

FOODS

Organization was one of the
m o s t
i m p o r t a n t
a c c o m p l i s h m e n t s of t h e
Moorhead State College Student
Senate during the past year,
said outgoing Senate President
Deborah Zitzow in her State of
the Senate Address Feb. 11.
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"We started to accumulate
the ideas and thoughts that used
to be lost as each student
senator left office," she said.
The focus on organization has
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Later, Zitzow explained the
Senate had come to a point
where it realized that, if it was
to achieve its ends, it had to
start functioning professionally.
This meant having a "real"
office, overlapping membership
on permanent committees, paid
coordinators, written reports
from senators and permanent
records.
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Zitzow also pointed out that
the Senate of February 1974 is a
very different Senate than in
March, 1973, when she took
office. Under the new MSC
Constitution, the number of
senators and the way in which
they are elected has been
changed. The total size of the
Senate has been reduced from
21 to 15 members, all elected atlarge rather than from
academic areas.

Two major functions of the
As examples of creative Senate, recommending students
services to students, Zitzow to be appointed by the president
listed the car-starting service, to college committees and
the expansion of the Student f o r m i n g t h e s t u d e n t
Exchange and a Legislative membership of the Student
Information Project, which sent Activities Budget Committee,
s t u d e n t s i n t o h o m e s of have been redistributed under
Minnesota legislators to discuss the new Constitution. At this
concerns of state college time, no specific functions are
students.
assigned to the Student Senate
under the Constitution, Zitzow
The Senate is currently said.
studying teacher evaluations
and grade-appeal procedures
This has led the Senate, she
and working on an introductory said, to a "critical self analysis
S e n a t e n e w s l e t t e r , t o b e and a deliberate attempt to
distributed to all MSC students. organize itself to realize its
Also MSC has organized with objectives as a multi-faceted,
the student governments of efficiently functioning student
Concordia and NDSU to form government." As a result, the
the Tri-College StudentDiscount Senate reorganized its internal
Program, and, with the student committee structure and hired
governments of the other state paid coordinators to help carry
colleges, to result in the "most out the work of the Senate.
cohesive, continuing student
lobby ever to represent students
Finally, Zitzow warned
in the State Legislature", students not to lose a "sense of
Zitzow said.
outrage.
We must recognize,
that the only way to direct the
Once new programs have processes of government is to
been implemented, she said, the participate in those processes
Senate must turn its attention to ourselves."

FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
•ITALIAN SPAGHETTI

OPEN DAILY
7 A.M.

Desirable goals will never be
realized without group
organization,
she said.
"Without the structure and
process which organization
supplies, the group is reduced to
'rediscovering the wheel' with
every turnover in membership.
The Senate of 1973-74 has
'rediscovered the wheel' for the
last time."

r e s u l t e d in a v a r i e t y of
achievements, Zitzow said. "We
have begun to make long-range
planning possible. We havd
begun using student money
more creatively by offering
students real services."
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maintaining them. It must find'
ways to build continuity into
each program, despite the
problems of changing student
interests and needs.

TWO CONVENI ENT LOCATIONS
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near record vote
favors Hegranes
By Lynne Bell
"If this is the type of
government the kids of MSC
want, they've elected it," was
the conceeding statement of
Walter Eisner (so-Luverne),
candidate for Student Senate
president. Senate president
elect, Steve Hegranes, achieved
58 per cent (553) of the 950 votes
cast. Eisner received 379 votes,
or 40 per cent.
Hegranes acknowledged his
victory with the statement,"I'm
glad for the opportunity to get
the Senate back on its feet so it
can work with students and the
college to get some really good
things done."
In vice-presidential elections,
Peter Yin; (so-Hong Kong) was
victorious over Fran Honrath
(jr-Larchwood, IA) with 460
votes, or 48 per cent. Of the
other 490 votes, Honrath had
414.
Senators-elect are Skeez
Radel (jr-Wabasso), 551 votes;
Mark Vanyo (jr-Alvarado), 610
votes; Wayne Struble (frFargo) 536 votes, and Jim

Houston (Fr-Richfield), 558
votes.
Each of the unopposed
Student Union Planning Board
candidates was elected but not
by unanimous vote. President
elect John Schroeder (soBloomington) won 80 per cent of
the votes, secretary Dan
Baumgart (
Detroit Lakes)
received 79 per cent and
treasurer Georgia Blackmun
(fr-Alexandria) got 80 per cent.
Becky Kent (jr-Minnetonka)
was top vote winner with 643
votes for student Advisory
Council positions. Other
winners in the race were Jack
Holwea, 478 votes, and Rick
Hlebain (sr-Rice), 538 votes.
Election returns were not
available until almost 11 p.m.
Tuesday night due to problems
with ballots. At some polling
places, voters did not use the
proper pencils, so votes did not
register in the computer.
Members of the election
committee spent several hours
transferring markings on
computer cards so the votes
could be counted properly.

art work
by Tom Tollefson

Steve Hegranes (jr-Moorhead) swept the 1974 Winter quarter elections
over Walter Eisner (so-Luverne) 553 to 379.

crowd of 50 cross-examines candidates at forum
About fifty people gathered in
the Comstock Memorial Union
Lounge to listen to candidates
for Student Senate, Student
Union Planning Board and
Student Advisory Council
positions state their views,
make campaign promises and
answer questions.

running not as Greeks but as
individuals.
They
replied they were running
One question addressed to because they felt they could do a
Eisner asked if he knew how to good job in the position. Their
work around the administration leadership experiences, gained
to get his programs approved. as Greeks,would help,but it was
He replied he knew how to work
around and through the
administration.
The current Student Activity
Budget Committee controversy
was raised. Hegranes said he
thought current structure of
SABC was okay, while Eisner
felt student members should be
elected in order to have
maximum student input.
with, to study organization and
direction of the Senate.

Interest in presidential
candidates was indicated by
many questions asked of
candidates Steve Hegranes (jrMoorhead) and Walter Eisner
(so-Luverne). Questions ranged
from "How much has each
candidate spent on
his
campaign?" to "How do you
think your experience will help
Senatorial candidates were
you as president?"
asked how much time they felt
they could devote to the Senate
Hegranes countered the and which standing committees
charge that he had no they wished to work on. Jim
experience by telling of his Houston (fr-Richfield), Mark
work with other campus Vanyo (jr-Alvarado) and Skeez
organizations, acting as a Radel (jr-Wabasso) indicated
liaison between fraternities and an intere =t in the publicity
administration, working on the committee. Mike Meyer (jrNew Student Orientation Moorhead) said he wished to
Committee and being a work with budgeting and
freshman group leader.
finding out where student
activity money goes. Wayne
Eisner recounted his work on Struble (fr-Fargo) spoke of a
the Senate, as non-senator, desire to work on the academic
senator and vice-president. He affairs committee.
also spoke of the programs he
has instituted and work on the
Houston was the only
Ombudsman Council, legal aid candidate who indicated a
for students and getting college specific number of hours he
cars for transportation to would spend working on Senate
Minnesota State College projects. He said at least 25
Association meetings.
hours. Other candidates
indicated they would spend as
When asked what tangible much time as necessary to do
things Hegranes intended to do, the best job they could.
he replied he would institute a
Meyers, Vanyo and Radel
senatorial self study to begin
were asked to justify their

not their main reason for had not attended a Senate
running.
meeting lately. Some rebutted
by saying they had attended at
Q u e s t i o n s f o r S t u d e n t least one Senate meeting,
Advisory Council candidates o t h e r s b y s a y i n g t h e i r
were few. The main one was e x p e r i e n c e i n s t u d e n t
how they could justify running g o v e r n m e n t l a y i n o t h e r
for Advisory Council when they directions.

SABC proposal, absences
reconsidered by Senate

Student Senate is once again
considering President Roland
Dille's Student Activity Budget
Committee proposal. Monday,
the Senate voted 6-2-1 to inform
Dille it is the opinion of the
Senate his proposed plan, which
calls for appointment of four
students by the president on the
advice of the Student Activity
Council, does not meet their
definition of student input.
Vice-president Walter Eisner
(so-Luverne), who made the
motion to withdraw approval of
the proposed plan, would like to
see the students on the
committee elected at-large.
This, according to Eisner, is the
only way student input will be
given to the committee.
Functioning under new
standing rules concerning
attendance of student senators,
the Senate voted to dismiss
Senator Allen Guidry (so-St.

Paul) since he has been absent
from many Senate meetings
without excuse. According to
President Deb Zitzow (srMoorhead), Guidry was
contacted several times, but
offered no explanation for his
absence. Guidry's term was to
expire at the end of winter
quarter.

Budget reviewal task force
was set up to go over Senate
student activity fund requests
for 1974-75. Sitting on the task
force are Treasurer Greg Danz
(sr-Moorhead), Bob Davison
(so-Oliva), Zitzow, and Eisner,
as Moorhead State Students
Association treasurer, also
volunteered to serve.

A group of physic students
approached the Senate asking
monetary support of their
proposed trip to Switzerland to
visit nuclear research facilities.
The program, which they would
like to see continue for senior
physics majors, is being done as
a class project on the TriCollege level. North Dakota
State University student
government has already
pledged $1,000 and the group
would like to see the Senate do
the same. The question was
placed on next week's adgenda.

Eisner asked the Senate to
consider hiring a new
Ombudsman Council
coordinator next quarter. It was
decided the Senate Executive
Board will make hiring
decisions, but the Senate itself
may overrule any dicisions.
Danz reported several people
have been willing to produce
five or ten-minute Senate radio
shows on KMSC. Senators
interested in discussing
problems on the radio were
asked to contact Danz.
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In March, 1974, the Harp Seal Hunt will
once again begin off the coast of Canada on
the great Front Ice. In jeopardy will be over
120,000 baby seals. These baby seals,being
only a few days old and immobile, are
clubbed and their beautiful white pelts are
skinned from their often alive bodies.

By Steve Webber
Good Bye and Good Luck! Steve Hegranes has won the
presidential election of the Student Senate and another
group of seniors will leave Moorhead State College with the
attitude that student government is the most extreme
exercise in futility.
Last year MSC students had a chance to plunge forward
with Stuart Nelson and turned him down. This year was
their second and maybe last chance to salvage what past
Senates may have built, and it was lost through the defeat of
Walter Eisner.
How a candidate who presents such a vague platform can
win is beyond comprehension. Were such Senate notables as
Paul Ottinger, John Kingrey, David Strauss or John Rowell
still present at MSC they would surely feel uneasy over this
recent turn of events.
Hegranes proposed restructuring the Senate. Little does
he know that is exactly what Strauss achieved before
finishing his term of office in spring 1973. He promised a
"positive attitude in his dealings with the administration".
Dealings with what?
Hegranes enters office with nothing but attitude. As past
presidents will attest, it is not attitude that achieves
results; it is definite organization and experience. It will
take Hegranes his entire term of office to reach the level of
experience that Eisner already possesses.

letter to the Editor
"Ode to a Dead Snowman"
It took an hour to make Mr. Bakke. He
wasn't perfect — he had no ears, his arms
were stubby and his mittens didn't match.
But he had a smile that never faded, and his
outstretched armstubs were open to all.
Created in innocence and fun, he knew
nothing of cruelty or hatred or destruction. He
just stood there, next to the Uniou, and
greeted everyone he saw. One person didn't
smile back. Perhaps the earnest friendliness
annoyed him or perhaps he had just gone
through a rough day — he never told Mr.
Bakke. Instead, in 10 seconds flat, he kicked
him over and watched with satisfaction as the
persistent smile gave way to a pile of snow.

Brian Dravis, director of the International
Fund for Animal Welfare, wrote of what he
saw at a 1966 Gulf Hunt. "The first thing we
saw as we got off the government helicopter
and onto the ice was a baby seal with a
hunter's knife in its belly. It raised its head
and looked at us, quite obviously alive and
fully conscious as it was being skinned. The
look of terror in the eyes of that young
mammal is with me still."
The Norwegian Seal Industry is largely
responsible for past and the up-coming
slaughter. Letters, telegrams, and wires are
being sent to the Norwegian Ambassador in
Washington, D.C. If you are concerned, an
effective way to show it would be to write to:
The Norwegian
Ambassador, Hon. S. Chr. Sommerfelt, 3401
Massachusetts Ave., Washington, D.C. 20007
Thank You Very Much,
CATHERINE LACKEY
THOMAS PIERCE

by Peggy Hanson

At the end of his term, MSC students may be exactly
where they are right now — nowhere.
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Advocate editorials express the opinions of this newspaper's editor, unless
they are signed as being written by another person.
Editorial offices are located on the ground floor, northside, Comstock
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WORK

CAN
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On a campus that's
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Apply Now For Fall
Quarter on the
ADVOCATE,
New Campus Com
munity Newspaper,
Applications being taken for the
following positions; many will be
salaried posts next year:
photographers
reporters
artists
sports reporters
copy readers
sports photographers
layout people
entertainment editor
entertainment writers ad salesmen
ad salesgirls
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Leave your name, phone number and positions interested in at
The ADVOCATE Office in Student Union, (interested students
hfrom any major field welcome.)
J
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men's liberation needed at MSC
By Maureen Zimmerman
Is men's liberation needed at
Moorhead State College? Is it
possible that students will soon
be represented on the State
College Board? These issues
and more were discussed at the
Feb. 6 Faculty Senate meeting.

The Senate also discussed
Walt Eisner's (so-Luverne)
memo concerning the election
of one college student to a twoyear term on the State College
Board. Eisner felt that if there
were a student representative
on the Board, the one-sidedness
now occurring would be
Dr. Robert Badal, assistant alleviated.
Speech professor, presented his
belief that such courses as
However, objections were
Basic Home Mechanics, open
o n l y t o w o m e n , a r e voiced by several members of
discriminatory. He felt that the Senate, including the idea
there is no justification for that one student may not have a
having the phrase "for women sufficient knowledge of all the
only" under class descriptions colleges and therefore would
in the handbook, and that such not be able to speak for all of
i n s t a n c e s s h o u l d b e them. Also, it was suggested
that if a student served for only
investigated.
The class in question, Basic two years, he would not be able
Home Mechanics, was designed to completely understand all the
initially to provide women with issues and act on them
a basic knowledge of hand and intelligently.
machine tools used in the home.

Dear Editor:
As a reply to Miss Bahl's supposedly 'ProLife', letter last week, I felt clarification was
in due order.
First of all, she states she is also a "ProLife person", yet she openly states a
contradictory view when she speaks out for
legal abortion. No 'Pro-Life' person can favor
legal abortion and be in full respect of all life
from beginning of conception to natural
death. She is stating that she is "for life" but
that it all right to kill an unborn fetus. It
would be like me saying I am in favor of
peace, however, war should be allowed
because it eventually brings peace.
Therefore, she is not Pro-Life as stated,
although she apparently must hold some
value for human life in some way.
Miss Bahl quotes, "We are ignoring the
individual, and the individual's problem".
There are three ways in which a person can
solve a problem: 1. ignore it; 2. solve it; 3.
remove the person with the problem. Who
then is the inuividual with the problem: the
mother, or the child? The child certainly
cannot be the one with the problem, for he is
the silem minority. It is the mother who faces
this problem. Unfortunately our society has;
chosen to remove the person with the;
problem ; but if we remove the child, he is the
innocent being caught up in this'confusion.
This blame is put on him rather than the
mother. He is merely th
unforunate
consequence of her problem.

To The Editor:

One reason given for the sex
stipulation was that it was felt
more women would take the
course if they were assured of
not having to compete with men
of a higher skill. However,
Badal and several other
Senate members stated that
there are probably many men
who have had just as little
experience as women in this
area and who would take this
course if it were made available
to them.

May Charlie Williams turn over in his old
Dragon jock strap. Tonight was one of the
best laughs I have had in a long time. I am
referring to the escapades of MSC's version of
the Keystone Cops — its basketball team.
Tuesday night's game started off in the
same old manner. Coach Anderson was his
old cool self by not raising his voice above a
beller. The game was close at the start, but
when the buffalo chips were down, it was all
over but the tears.

During the Administrative
Forum, a faculty poll which was
taken to rate departments
according to how important
they are to the college was
discussed at length. Questions
The motion was passed that concerning the validity of the
the Council on Curriculum and poll and how it would affect
Instruction should further faculty and course reductions
investigate the matter.
were also discussed.

John Mariucci, a well known figure in the
hockey world of Minnesota, once said that
watching a basketball game was about as
interesting as watching two men fish. I
couldn't agree with him more. Alex Nemzek
Fieldhouse should undergo major surgery
When Miss Bahl mentions illegal vs. legal with a severely-burned tartan surface
abortion and states, "Women will have removed and a layer of artificial ice put in its
abortions, legal or illegal", so also should she place.
include rape, robbery, murder and other
THINK HOCKEY
things. After all, shouldn't we make this legal
because people will do it anyway?
Furthermore, to do it illegally could cause
harmful effects to the mother, so also could
these other crimes cause harmful effects to
the person involved, if
done illegally. How
stupid would it be to make other crimes legal
To the Editor:
so people will not have to pay the
consequences of their actions. What she is
The Senate subcommittee hearings on the
saying is, "People will do it anyway, so why
policies of the major oil companies have
not make it right?"
brought forth a host of interesting facts and
figures on profits, taxes, royalties, etc. Some
Abortion is not a necessity at this time, just
senators addressed themselves in a selfas earthquakes, floods, starvation and other
righteous manner in "behalf of the
situations are not desired to keep population
control. What is needed is broader se::. consumer" to the oil executives, challenging
that the oil companies are not living up to
education and more positive solutions than
their "responsibility to the consumer." The
abortions. Contraceptives have been proven
truth is that it is maximum profits that
very effective — it is often the lack of
education on the part of people which causes motivate business and not "responsibility."
Wm. H. Vanderbuilt was more honest when
the problem.
he said, "The public be damned." With minor
Legal abortion is not right for anyone exceptions, the politicians are lending a hand
because they are taking a total human life in the hearings to get the oil giants off the
into their own homes. Women have no right to hook and open the road to the most reckless
and savage destruction of the beauty of our
make a life-death decision on another.
country in developing "alternate sources of
DEB LA?INSKI energy."
329 SSnarr
We could produce in response to the true
needs and desires of the people and develop
alternate sources of energy such as solar
energy, harnessing the tides, etc., only under
a system where private ownership of the
mea§s of production and the profit motive are
abolished. With social ownership of all the
land and industries and with production for
use instead of profit, as advocated by the
Socialist Labor Party, we could utilize our
natural resources intelligently and employ
our great scientific know-how to develop the
alternate energies needed
without
devastation to the land.
Yours truly,
GENEVIEVE GUNDERSON

However, Senate members
agreed that they would like to
see the students have more
representation. The decision on
this matter was postponed, as
was Eisner's second memo
dealing with the establishment
of a board for grade appeals.

students on State College Board?
By Corinne Iversen
The House Higher Education
Committee (HHEC) passed
recommendation on a proposal
to House File No. 2876 on
Monday. The bill concerns
appointments to the State
College Board (SCB) and would
place a student, or recent
graduate, on the SCB.
Hie proposal to H.F. 2876 was
presented to the HHEC by co
author Rep. Russell Stanton
(Marshall). Reaction to the bill
was quite favorable except for
mild objection as to who should
be responsible for the
appointment.
Rep. James Swanson
(Richfield) moved to amend the
bill to read that the Minnesota
State College Student
Association (MSCSA) would be
designated the responsibility.
Swanson said he felt Governor
Anderson did not have to be the
one to appoint the student. The
motion failed.
John Kingrey, MSCSA
lobbyist, Corinne Iversen (soFergus Falls), and Rob Swart,
Mankato State College student
lobbyist, spoke before the
HHEC testifying for passage of
the bill. Their main point
included fair representation by
somebody who can relate to the
interests and moods of a state
college campus.

»

Verne Long (Pipestone)
expressed discontent with
appointing a student or
graduate to the SCB, because

next the faculty would want
representation, then farmers
would want representation.
"Where will it end?" asked
Long.
Chancellor Mitau stated a
year ago that he would be in
favor of a decision which would
draw the students and the SCB
closer together.
A similar proposal was
presented to Senate Higher
Education Committee (SHEC)
to amend Senate File No. 2858,
by co-author Hubert Humphrey.
Jerene Herzing (St. Cloud State
College), Tim Penny (Winona),
vice president of MSCSA, and
Greg Wilmes (Mankato State
College) spoke before the
SHEC. Due to the lack of time,
discussion and questions were
foregone. The proposal will
come before the SHEC Feb. 15.
Later in the Legislative
session this spring, the
proposals will come up for final
vote. The passage of H.F. 2876
and S.F. 2858 looks very
favorable.
Student Legislative Day, has
been set for Feb. 20. The
governor's proclamation will be
at 10 a.m. At 10:45, students will
m e e t w i t h H o u s e
Representatives Sabo, Dirlam
and Anderson. All students are
welcome to attend this meeting
and any others that may be set
up. Additional information may
be obtained at the Student
Senate Office, CM Union.
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fuel oil, food
MSC strike concerns
By Carol Braun

Moorhead State College has
felt virtually no effect from the
independent trucker's strike,
according to Earl Herring, vice
president of Administrative
Affairs. However, he adds that
the situation could change at
any time.
Oil deliveries are being made
on an almost daily basis. Fuel
reserves have been kept very
high, with 85,000 gallons of oil in
storage out of a capacity of
100,000 gallons. There has been
no interruption of fuel oil
delivery to any state agency.

Clint Stacy, manager of the MSC Food Service manages a smile upon
hearing news of a possible truck strikfe halt that would help resupply his
stockroom. Photo by Harold Weatherly III

Fuel oil and food deliveries
are two crucial areag where the

Council may deny recognition
of non-MSC organizations
By Snyder and Fa ITand

At the last two meetings of the
Council on Student Affairs,
members have been discussing
MSC and non-MSC student
organizations and the
respective privileges they
should receive.
Bob Schoenberger, director of
Student Activities, will prepare
a written proposal to the effect
that organizations with nonMSC membership be refused
recognition. Only recognized
organizations have the right to
ask for money from the Student
Activities Fund and to use
Student Union facilities free of
charge.

community services that MSC
students and departments
undertake, had a guest speaker
from the West Minnesota
Consortium at its Feb. 5*
meeting. Dr. Russell May, St.
Cloud State, is program
coordinator at the state college
level.

The Consortium handles
grants submitted for
community projects. This
includes work at the Clay
County Detention Center by
MSC's Industrial Education
Department. Funded through
the federal and state Title 1
Program, other community
projects include poverty
programs and environmental
Problems arose with Raisens protection.
and Flakes and Ekankar earlier
The Comstock Union
this year.
Committee spent its Feb. 6
There was also discussion meeting hearing a progress
concerning a Comstock Union report and discussing future
Committee's motion limiting an objectives of the Student Union
organization's use of Union Program Board (SUPB).
rooms to twice a week. There
A sub-committee was set up
are several unanswered
to review the SUPB
questions to this motion.
Constitution. There also was
It was reported that Inter- d i s c u s s i o n o f t h e
Residence Hall Council is responsibilities expected from
reacting negatively to having the new SUPB coordinators.
dorms open during long breaks
The Council on Curriculum
for a few students because of
s e c u r i t y p r o b l e m s a n d and Insular Affairs approved
several new courses. They
financing.
include Math 444G, Learning
Other business included the Disabilities in Mathematics,
e s t a b l i s h m e n t of S t u d e n t and Computer Science 255,
Handbook and Conduct Code Advanced Data Processing.
Revision sub-committees and Three new Art courses, Art 161,
t h e a p p o i n t m e n t of a Three Dimensional Design; Art
representative to the Student 298, Gallery Management, and
Art 205, Introduction to Jewelry
Opinion Survey Committee.
Making, were also approved.
The Community Service
Committee, clearinghouse for

CC&I is considering the
possibility of establishing an ad
hoc committee to study the
demand of students in the
regular college community for
taking New Center courses.
The Teacher Education
Committee is in the process of
developing and approving an
operating policy for the
committee.

truck strike could be a potential supplied since it is such a large
problem, Herring says. So far, customer. Also, during the
the situation is stable.
strike, the food service received
two truckloads of food from
H e r r i n g s p e c u l a t e s t h a t Minneapolis and two truckloads
truckers may be making a from Austin. However, these
were company trucks, not
conscious effort not to interfere
independent trucks.
with government organizations.
Also, fuel oil is one of the issues
of the strike, he points out.
Truckers may be continuing to
Although the truck strike has
s u p p l y o i l b e c a u s e a not hurt the food service,
satisfactory supply is one of shortages have. According to
their problems. Also, a lack of Stacy, it has been very difficult
fuel would affect the health and to get plastic silverware,
welfare of a large number of trashcan liners, applesauce, red
people.
kidney beans and split peas.
The food service has been using
canned kidney beans, which are
T h e r e h a v e b e e n n o more expensive, while doing
interruptions or delays in food without the other products.
delivery to campus dining
service, Herring says. Suppliers
have not indicated to Clint
Jim Aasness, Bookstore
Stacy, food service manager, manager, has heard from only
that he shorld be prepared not one publisher who is unable to
t o r e c e i v e a n y s p e c i f i c ship books because of the strike.
shipments.
However, he thinks they will
arrive in time for spring
quarter. Most of the books come
"It sounds like things are by direct truck shipment from
m u c h b e t t e r t h i s w e e k the Chicago area. The used
nationally, but locally the strike books needed for spring quarter
is still a question," Stacy says, i have already arrived.
He predicts that if the strike
continues, it will affect supplies
of fresh and frozen produce and
Aasness is concerned about
meat first. "We don't have being affected by the truck
sufficient storage space to strike, but says as a last resort
store substantial inventories of that spring quarter books will
any food."
be sent in by air freight.

However, according to Stacy,
the food service has not yet felt
a pinch. He estimates that 90
per cent of the food used by
MSC's dining service comes
A list of faculty research from local suppliers, who
grant requests has been apparently have adequate stock
reviewed by the Research to continue deliveries. He says
C o m m i t t e e a n d s e n t t o local suppliers make a special
President Dille for final action. effort to keep the college

If t h e s t r i k e c o n t i n u e s ,
Herring says, there is no
question that it will eventually
have an effect on the college.
Delays in the shipment of
equipment, furniture and
educational supplies will be
inconvenient, hesays, but not as
critical to MSC's operation as
fuel oil and food delays could be.

rent tax credit-'$120 credit
available to 6-month renters'
By Cal Singleton

Year long Minnesota
residents can claim up to a $120dollar tax credit if they rented a
place to live for at least six
months of 1973.
Minnesota allows 10 per cent,
up to$120, of the rent you paid to
be used as a tax credit on your
state income tax. To qualify for
the tax credit you must have
been a resident of Minnesota for
all of 1973. TThe place you lived
must have been subject to real
estate tax. You must not have
received any public funds or
cash public assistance to help
you pay rent.

If you had roommates, only schedule and signs his name to
one of you may claim a tax it.
credit. Therefore, you and your
roomy will have to decide who
After you know the amount
gets to claim the credit. If you you paid for occupancy only,
can't decide, the commissioner divide that amount by 10. If
of revenue will do it for you.
your figure is less than $120, the
figure you obtained will be the
After you discover that you amount of your tax credit. If
qualify for the credit, you must your figure is more than $120,
have your landlord compute the you can claim only $120 as your
total rent you paid for the year, credit.
t h e r e n t a l v a l u e of t h e
furnishings he supplied, the
Students living in dormitories
cost of the utilities furnished cannot claim tax credit, since
and the cost of other furnished dormitory property is not taxed.*'
items. With these, your landlord
then figures the rent you paid
for occiipancy only. He fills in
the blanks on the rent credit

students give Center
poor bill of health
According to some Moorhead
State College Health Center
officials, they have received
fewer complaints about health
services this year than ever
before. Few if any changes are
anticipated.
On the other hand, more than
half of 30 students interviewed
about health services at MSC
offered suggestion for
improvements in five
categories.
1) More full-time doctors
should be employed so a student

does not get a different doctor
who usually is unfamiliar with
his particular case each time he
goes for treatment. 2) The
Health Center should be open on
weekends. 3) Doctors should
work afternoons, since many
students have heavy class
schedules mornings. 4)
Students who find they must
receive treatment some place
else should have help finding a
ride there. 5) There should be
provisions for students who feel
they should see a doctor almost
immediately but are not
emergency cases.

Run-of-the-mill
complaints
from students were that doctors
are too impersonal, students
have to wait too long for service
and everybody seems to get the
same prescription.
Dr. Robert McLeod, vice
president of Student Personnel,
said he has tried to hire a fulltime doctor* but has not been
able to. Generally, many
doctors feel such work is not
challenging enough because
college students are basically a
very healthy age group.
McLeod believes some
students like having a different
doctor each time so they do not
get stuck with a doctor they
dislike.
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screening out people who do not
need to see a doctor. This eases times one thing may be used to
the doctors' loads and reduces treat more than one problem.
waiting times.
Both McLeod and Dulski
"The doctors are usually believe there must be some way
completely booked in a four to find out about student
hour time schedule. If an complaints. They very strongly
emergency as small as a minor support forming an ad hoc
cut comes up, we have to handle committee of students who
that first. When we're late we w o u l d r e c e i v e s t u d e n t s '
try to announce it in the c o m p l a i n t s a n d p r o p o s e
solutions. After receiving
lounge," said Dulski.
enough student support, it
A s t o a l l e g a t i o n s t h a t would become a standing
everyone receives the same committee operating each year.
prescription, she says students
must keep in mind that manj ...Continued on Page 8

official bulletin

The Health Center is open V.
Monday through Friday from 8
o ™
A• on « ™
o
(Students and staff are urged to read the Official Bulletin as they are
a.m. 10 i.du p.m. wim a answerable for notices that affect them. Notices must be received by 10 a.m.
different part-time doctor there the Monday prior to the Thursday publication date and be sent type-written
full Hmo to "Official Bulletin," MSC Registrar's Office. Owens Hall. Except for
mnminrt
each morning. Three full-time certain notices of unusual importance, they will be printed only once.)
nurses are employed.
Don Engberg,
Registrar

North Dakota State
University has health facilities
open 24 hours a day Monday
through Friday and employs six
full-time nurses and three parttime doctors who rotate work
from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
except on Thursdays when one
works from 1 to 4:30 p.m.
One full-time doctor practices
at Concordia from 1 to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday and
9:30 to 11 a.m. on Saturdays.
Two part-time nurses keep the
health center open from 8:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. during the week.

One MSC student prepares himself for x-ray in the Health Center.
Photo by Dan Ruud

Buying A Bike?
10 Important Questions To Consider:
1. Is the dealer solely engaged in the selling of bikes, parts,
repairing and accessories?
"The Bike Shop" sells, services and repairs bikes and
small wheeled goods only.
2. Are you offered a wide selection? And can you get the
bike you want now?
"The Bike Shop" has over 100 bikes to choose from in all
sizes, speeds and colors. Raleighs, Peugeots, Sekais, Rolls,
Styres and Rapidos.
3. Is the correct size bike determined for you?
"The Bike Shop" has an exclusive "custom sizer" machine
to accurately measure your requirements.

PRE-REGI STRATI ON FOR SPRING 1974: Tuesday-Friday, Feb. 19-22, will
be the dates for Spring 1974 pre-registration. Class schedules and
instructions are available at the Office of Admissions and Records.
RESIDENT ASSISTANT APPLICATIONS FOR 74-75: The Housing Office is
now accepting applications for resident assistants for 1974-75. Applications
may be obtained in the Housing Office in Ballard Hall. Deadline is Feb. 28.

DINING SERVICE OPENINGS: The Dining Service Committee is taking
spring quarter applications for partial board exemptions. Applications may
be picked up at the Housing Office. Deadline is Feb. 27.
PRESIDENTS' DAY HOLI DAY: No daytime classes will be held on Monday,
Feb: 18,1974, in observance of President's Day. Evening classes should meet
only if necessary to fulfill the requirement of eleven weeks of class sessions.

Long waiting lines could be
reduced at the MSC Health
Center, said supervising nurse
Judith Dulski, if more students
allowed nurses to check them
out. Nurses are capable of

IMPORTANT NOTICE: Opening week days and dates for Spring 1974 were
listed incorrectly in the instructions for the Spring class schedule and should
be corrected as follows:
Monday, March 4 — College will not be in session.
Tuesday, March 5 — Final Registration for Spring 1974.
Tuesday, March 5 — Evening classes begin.
Wednesday, March 6 — Daytime classes begin.
Thursday-Friday, March 7-8 — Tuition and fee payment.

Complete Stock of $598 LP's .
AT $3.99

6. Are the prices reasonable and do they cover a wide
range?
"The Bike Shop" prices bikes, services, parts and
accessories low as possible.
7. Is there a credit plan?
"The Bike Shop" extends Master Charge, Bank Americard
and no cost layby plans.
8. What about guarantees?
"The Bike Shop" offers the most liberal backed up
guarantee in the trade area. One year against all defects,
parts and labor at no cost. All our bikes have this guarantee.
9. Are parts and service immediately available?
"The Bike Shop" maintains a complete stock of parts for
all the bikes we sell and most other standard bikes. Service
adjustments can normally be done while you wait, repairs in
2-3 days.
10. Is there a complete line of accessories available?
"The Bike Shop" maintains an extensive stock of standard
and special accessories at reasonable cost.

Center Ave.,
Dilworth

AND FARGO'S LARGEST SELECTION
SHOP

Cliff, Marvin, Butch,
Gary

Broadway Music
293-9555

4. Are you invited to test ride before you buy?
"The Bike Shop" invites you to test ride any bike or bikes
so you can compare and friake your choice.
5. Are trades accepted?
"The Bi"ke Shop" enjoys a good reputation for making fair
trades.

BESTFROSTYS
IN T H E A R E A

FOR THE LATEST RELEASES

119 Broadway

Mills Lounge
On & Off Sale

Sat. 9:30 to 5:30

Madsen's Jewelry
Across From The Lark Theater
'The Oldest Keepsake Dealer In Town"
235-9291

Don't Forget To
Get Her A
Valentine's Day
Love Gift Today.
We offer a fine selection
of j ewelry, Bulova,
Accutron, Wyler and
Carvelle watches and
expert watch repair.
Choose wisely, choose
Keepsake diamonds.* Also
matching wedding bands.

THE BIKE SHOP

1120 — 2 N D A V E . N O . , F A R G O , N . D A K .
"Bikes Are Our Only Business"
235-0666

FREE ENGRAVING
WITH PURCHASE

•

DOWNTOWN FARG< I
ANDWEST ACRES
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Nancy Bjorndal (jr-Sacred

Health Center
(con't. from P.7)
Dulski approached Student
Senate President Deb Zitzow a
month ago about appointing a
representative to work with a
Health Center committee, but
has heard nothing so far.

,

Heart), said she approached 311110111^61116111$
dorm councils at the beginmng
of winter quarter about needing
Anyone planning to be a
student support on a health
committee, but received no secondary teacher who has not
started taking education
reply from any of them.
courses may be eligible for an
A booklet describing all experimental teaching program
health service facilities is during the 74-75 school year.
scheduled for release during Data sheets should be filled out
1974 orientation.

LAMPLIIE
LOUNGE

in the education office before
spring quarter registration.

Capt. Douglas Randies of the
Army ROTC Program at NDSU
will be in the Moorhead State
College Student Union, Room
148, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. March
11 and 12 to answer questions
about the ROTC 2-year program

"TAKES OFF LIKE A BLAZING FOREST
FIRE, WITH A THRILL A MINUTE!"
—Rex Reed, N.Y. Daily News

JOSEPH E. LEVINE presents

GEORGE C. SCOTT,
.MIKE NICHOLSrm,

THE DAYvV,', DOLPHIN
Nightly 7:00-9:00 fpGK-H"
Sat. & Sun.
1:00-3:00-5:00-7:00-9:00

NOW FEATURING

RAINBOW

ONE OF THE 10 BEST
MOVIES OF THE YEAR!

Nightly
from 8:30-1:00

and to conduct interviews.

Army ROTC 2-Year
Program promoter here
March 1 is the final deadline
for receipt of applications for
participation in the National
Student Exchange Program
which offers MSC students the
opportunity to spend a year or
part of a year at any one of 23
participating institutions,
paying in-state tuition at the
host school.
Dean William M. Jones may
be contacted for further
information.
KXXXXXXXXXXW?

ffi BROADWAY

STREISAND
ftBEDFORD
TOGETHER!

Open
11:00 AM - 1:00 AM

THE

Sandwiches
11 - 4

HOL I DAY MALL Moorhead

Doors
Open At Noon

Nightly 7:00-9:15
Sat. & Sun. 5:00-7:15-9:30

233-5221

Bud Drinkers, can
you figure this out?
Suppose Bud® came in 24-oz. bottles that cost 50j* apiece. And suppose the
12-oz. bottles cost 25i each. A guy comes up to you carrying two boxes the
same size. He tells you one box is full of 12-oz. bottles, the other is exactly
half full of the 24-oz. bottles. One is worth more than the other. Which one?
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ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS

sb

Dr. Harlan Geiger
Dr. James
McAndrew

Leinenkugels

OPTOMETRISTS
CONTACT LENSES
515 1st Ave. N.
Ph: 235-1292

At
The Mill Liquor Store

233-2461
24 Hour
Towing ft Wrecker
Service

Beer
1612 Main Ave. Moorhead

union
HOLIDAY MALL
MOORHEAD
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want ads
IF YOU NEED PHOTOS taken for
FOR SALE: One waterbed, king
size. 6'x7' includes 2'xlO' frame and
liner. Must sell before finals. Phone
236-7186, ask for Tom.

WOMEN interested in forming
Conscious-Raising groups, starting
spring quarter, call 236-5280 now.
TWOYEMRSOF SCHOOL LEFT?
Earn $100 per month during your
last two years of school. Serve as
little as 3 months on active duty as
an Army Officer and then take that
civilian [ob you have planned on
back home. At the same time, you
may earn as much as $1,200 more
per year to supplement your civilian
income. Find out more about this
program offered under the TriCollege Agreement. Call 237-7575 —
232-6414 or come over and see us in
Room 104 of the NDSU Old Field
house.

FOR RENT — Three-room
apartment, plus garage — $83 a
month plus utilities. We pay heat
and water. Call 233-3654 or 233-5322.
Married couples only.

I

NEED

REFLECTIVE

—

creative
- contemporary - nontraditional photos for our
undergraduate bulletin. Please
sutjmit any you may have. You'll be
given credit for any printed. Linda
Becker, Owens 208.

FOR SALE: Channel Master AMFM Stereo Radio, with built-in 8track recorder. With 3M Viking

This-N-That
Shop

t

Ballantine

Tape Deck and BSR 510 Axe
Turntable, five blank tapes and two
speakers included; $190, will deal;
236-3876.
CALL BIRTHRIGHT! The
volunteers will provide free,
confidential help. Help without
pressure. They'll listen anytime....
anywhere. Call anytime, MondayFriday; 701-237-9955.
VETERANS! Earn $3.65 to $4.76hr. in addition to Gl Bill. How? Join
the Army Reserve. Call 235-3964, ask
for Murf or Park.
MY DEAR Jay-Baby, I am so glad
you're my valentine. I am certainly
forever yours! Debra.
FOR SALE: Yamaha skis, 176
mm, with Solomon Bindings. Like
new; call 236-9232.
NEEDED: Two girls need ride to
Colorado Springs after finals; will
help pay for gas and will drive. 2362657 or 232-5082.
TOM AND JEFF at 1,000 Words
Photography (where all you do is
smile) are taking out this ad to wish
everyone at MSC a very Happy
Valentines Day. So keep Smiling.
ON FEB. 6, KMSC's Basketball
team, Minnesota 650, starring
Captain Radio and the Bar-B-Que
for Lunch Bunch, won its third game
in two years. We are not responsible.
The other team failed to show up.

job applications, passport, dorm
floor, etc., call 1,000 Words
Photography. Our number is 2362551. Ask for Tom or Jeff.
Remember, at 1,000 Words, all you
do is smile.

Premium Beer

Beer
At
The Mill Liquor Store

At
The Mill Liquor Store

1612 Main Ave. Moorhead

1612 Main Ave. Moorhead

The Fantastic

WANTED: Used bikes,
reasonable price, one or three speed.
Call 236-2722 and leave name.

David John
Is Back

IF CONFUCIOUS was attending
MSC, he'd have his passport, job
application or dorm floor photos
taken by 1,000 Words Photography.
He'd call 236-2551 and ask for Tom
or Jeff. After all, good old Confucious
is the father of our name.

We're gonna getcha

Cabaret Lounge

PERSONNEL WANTED: Male, 6foot, 175 pounds, green eyes and
dark hair —you know who you are!
PERSONAL: Doctor Bear doesn't
love Boo any more. But he doesn't
love her any less either. Happy
Valentines Day, Boo!

Hi Brau

Highway 75 & 1-94
Moorhead

L_

MAY CUPID have a field day —
hey! hey! hey! Let's all boogey to
Johnny tonight.

WANTED: One sandy colored
valentine, late 1951 model preferred.
Preferrably one that runs on beer
and is easy on the ears, so to speak.
PERSONAL: Shmerky announces
to the world — or at least the
campus —thatonechick (the Cluck)
is off limits to all roosters and
synonyms.

F4RG0

[obcju

Low Cost Used Clothing
And Apartment Furnishing

Concordia Student Productions
Presents

Anne Murray

619 MAIN
MOORHEAD

With Michael Johnson

Sunday, Feb. 17, 8 p.m.

Attention
Campus Lovelies

In The
Concordia Memorial Auditorium

Are you about to marry
your handsome prince?
If unique is what you
seek In your
choice of
engagement or wedding
rings choose from
Minnesota's only original
stylings.
Ronald Originals Jewelers
701 Hennepin at 7th St.
Downtown Minneapolis

Tickets $2, 3, 4, & 5 — Available at Daveaus — Fargo,
Young America — West Acres and C-400 on Campus.

Who Lost It?
Miller won me first annual
beer tasting contest. One of
me mates wants to know
what brand of beer placed 9,
10, 11, and last place. He has
offered one case of beer for
the correct results. Stop into
me place and tell "Matie"
who lost it.
If no one guesses correctly
the contest will continue next
week and the prize will double.
One entry per person per week.
No purchase necessary.

POPEYE'S
OFF SALE
4TH AND MAIN
MOORHEAD
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the frozen trees of academia
\

r

1 think that 1 shall never see
A poem lovely as a tree.
A tree whose hungry mouth is pressed
Against the earth's sweet flowing breast
Poems are made by fools like me,
But only God can make a tree.
Joyce Kilmer, TREES

)

"Why, out in Paul Bunyan country —
that's the country that runs from Michigan
through Minnesota clear out to Oregon and the Pacific
They say the trees grow so high
it takes a man a whole week to see the top of them."
Max Adeler, Ten Tall Tales
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Photos by David Benning

Jim Howard stands within his "Environment," a conglomeration of twine,
plastic and orange shellac.

globs, twine and orange
shellac are what sculptor
Jim Howard is made of
By Phil Hilker
Jim Howard, sculpture and
teacher at Jamestown College
in North Dakota, justifies his
"Environment," now on display
in the Center for the Arts
Gallery, by saying, "It fits the
space."

A gisb;

strartio

>*<

.roll

environment, the lines are
provided by heavy twine; the
forms by plastic coated with
orange shellac.

fact that I built it is what I will
keep; what I can relate to. I
really enjoy building these
things," he continued.

"How do these funky organic
things relate to space?"
Howard asked himself. "They
relate to the string grid which
At the official opening of the relates to the space. The string
exhibit last Monday night. acts as sort of a buffer."
Howard related the history of
this particular environment,
Howard explained the globs of
which was constructed by plastic as representative
himself and a group of objects. "They represent
Moorhead State College themselves. They are also
students.
abstraction," said Howard. "I
feel like I impose my will on the
"This piece started almost a forms."
year ago," said Howard,
"Thinking about it, I made it in
Someone in the crowd
my head."
questioned Howard about a
theory of permanence vs.
Howard approaches his impermanence concerning this
environments like a three- work.
dimensional drawing,
beginning with lines and adding
"For me," answered Howard,
forms later. In the case of this "the process is important. The

Howard is very excited about
this type of sculpture and would
like to build many more
environments. "I'm also
excited about working with a
group of people," he added.
"There's a sort of group
consciousness that I like."
For those who are dubious
about the work and find it hard
to get into, Howard explained
the reason as "a structural one.
I needed this string grid to tie
off of. Visually it is very
accessible."
At 24 years old, Howard is
having fun with his
environmental-type sculptures.
"Sure it's play," he said. "I
wouldn't do it if I didn't enjoy
it."
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nationally known
poet to read his
work tonight

arts

Poet Richard Hugo will give a reading of his
work at 7 p.m., tonight in the Moorhead State
College Student Union Ballroom. Admission
is free.
Hugo has published poems in virtually
every major literary magazine in the U.S.
and in many abroad. He is the author of four
books of poems, the most recentbeing "The
Lady in Kick Horse Reservoir" (Norton). In
a recent "American Poetry Review" article,
James Wright called Hugo "one of the best
poets writing today."

Editor's note: The Arts section is looking for reporters for spring
quarter as well as next fall. Interested persons should have had
some experience in writing review-type articles, especially in the
areas of art, literature, theatre, music and film.
Applications are also now being accepted for the position of Arts
editor, which will be vacated next fail. Persons interested in the fob
should contact me before the end of winter quarter. A broad
interest in the arts here at Moorhead State College, as well as the
F- Marea, is highly suggested to those considering the position.

The reading is being sponsored by the
Student Union Programming Board.

Phil Hilker

theatre

'Music Man' marched to tune of excellence
Shinn, and Faye Couch (jrHermosa, SD) as Marian's
widowed Irish mother.
Brenny's ease with comedy was
enhanced by a number of sight
gags, costume changes, and,
above all, some brilliant

By Bruce R. Miller
If "The Music Man" is ever
revived on Broadway, let me be
the first to suggest the entire
cast and crew of Moorhead
State College's production be
the ones to perform it. Last
week's presentation of Meredith
Wilson's immortal musical was
so professionally done that it
was hard to believe many of the
students involved were
newcomers to the stage.

his love interest, librarian
Marian Paroo. VerDorn was
particularly excellent in the
tongue-twisting number
"Trouble," while Brawders'
beautiful voice was most
effective in her sol° rendition of

Through
sheer
energy
and exuberance, the cast of 57
was able to give the well-known
story of the effects of Harold
Hill on the small town
of
River City, IA, a new twist
and provide an enjoyable
evening at the theatre for the
standing room only crowds.

an enjoyable evening at the theatre.'

'Through sheer energy and
exuberance, the cast was able to provide

"Goodnight, My Someone" and
the highly emotional duet, "Till
There Was You."

Comic relief was found
primarily in the stellar
MSC Theatre veterans Jerry performances of Sharon Brenny
v e r D o r n ( s r - F a r g o ) a n d (fr-Holdingford) as Eulalie
D a r r e l y n B r a w d e r s ( s r - Mackecknie Shinn, the mayor's
Roseau) were in fine form as w i f e ; F r a n H o n r a t h ( j r the fast-talking Harold Hill and Larchwood, IA), as Mayor

support from
townswomen
Marcie Panian (fr-St. Paul),
Arne Rognlie (so-Richville),
Cynthia Holte (so-Pine Island)
and Andrea Zbasnik (jr-Ely).
Lending their well-trained
voices to the roles of the four
battling school board members
who, with the help of the
shrewd-talking Hill, form a

barbershop quartet, were Alan
Shorter
(fr-Underwood),
Donald Schloeder (jr-Wadena),
Bill Scharpen (jr-Bloomington)
and Richard Lindquist (soOklee). Equally adept at
singing were Michael Clower
(Fargo) as the lisping Winthrop
and Ron Larson (gr-Fargo), as
Hill's sidekick Marcellus, who
provided the play's musicalcomedy highlight with his
delightful cavorting in "The
Sadder-But-Wiser Girl."

functional sets which ranged
from the simplistic Paroohome
to the more elaborate Madison
gymnasium, while Douglas
Miller, serving as musical
director and conductor, proved
to be a most welcome addition
to the play staff.

Perhaps though, the majority
of the credit for the show's
success goes to over-all
production director Delmar J.
Hansen, who, as one elderly
theatre-goer remarked "always
and
Roger Allan Raby's superb promises a good show
staging and choreography gave' never fails to deliver an
not only the leads, but also the excellent one."
townspeople and children an
opportunity to display their
overabundance of talent. His
If Meredith Wilson couldhave
f i r m c o n t r o l o v e r t h e had the pleasure to see the
enthusiastic proceedings was recent MSC production of "The
most beneficial in the numbers Music Man," I am confident
which called for the entire cast that he would be extremely
to be on the very limited stage. pleased with the skill, care and
precison that went into making
Paul F. Wonsek, Jr. designed his musical the threatrical
some of very striking and success of Fargo-Moorhead.

series ensemble to sing 'Songs of Holy Mary1
The Waverly Consort, under
the direction of Michael Jaffee,
will present "Las Cantigas de
Santa Maria" or "The Songs of
Holy Mary," as the next edition
of the Series for the Performing
Arts. The performance will be
at 8:15 p.m. Feb. 20 in the
Center for the Arts Auditorium.
Student tickets are $1 with ID.

polyphonic compositions from
two other Spanish sources of
music compiled during
Alfonso's reign.
The Waverly Consort used
illustrations from an early
manuscript of the "Cantigas" to
design authentic costumes and
select proper musical
instruments. The "Cantigas"
will be performed in an
accurate recreation of Alfonso's
court.

"Las Cantigas de Santa
Maria" is a collection of more
than 400 songs preserving the
spirit of the cosmopolitan
Members of Waverly Consort
Western Christianity of the include troubadour James Selby
t w e l f t h a n d t h i r t e e n t h and court musicians Jane
centuries. The "Cantigas" were B r y d e n , s o p r a n o ; J o n
commissioned and compiled Humphrey, tenor; Judith
during the reign of King Alfonso Davidoff, medieval fiddles;
X (1221-1284) of Castile, Spain. K a y J a f f e e , r e c o r d e r ,
rauschpfeife, psaltery and
Most of the music for the organetto; Sally Logemann,
program was selected from shawm, recorder and nun's
" L a s C a n t i g a s d e S a n t a fiddle, and Michael Jaffe,
Maria", but there are also four Moorish guitar and psalteries.

Two members of the Waverly Consort which will perform "Las Cantigas
de Santa Maria."
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this week
Feb. 14-28 — Environment, Exhibit by Jim Howard, CA
Art Gallery.
Feb. 14 — Richard Hugo, Poetry reading, CMU Ballroom,
7 p.m., free.
Feb. 14 — Spite Marriage, SUPB Silent Film Comedy
Festival, Weld Auditorium,
8 p.m. 25 cents. A
Broadway actress marries Buster Keaton to spite her
former beau.
Feb. 15 — For Heaven's Sake, SUPB Silent Film Comedy
Festival, Weld Auditorium, • • 8 p.m., 25 cents. Rich man
Harold Lloyd funds a slum mission and then unethically
improves its attendance.
Feb. 19 — Band and Varsity Choir Concert, Weld
Auditorium, 8:15 p.m.
Feb. 20 — Las Cantigas de Santa Maria, The Waverly
Consort, Series for the Performing Arts, CA Auditorium,
8:15 p.m., $1 with ID. Music celebrating the miracles of
Holy Mary.
Feb. 20 — The Fantasy Man, SUPB films, Weld
Auditorium, 8 p.m., 25 cents.

one-act play will lay
our quirks on the
"Line", a one-act play by
Israel Horovitz, will be
presented at 8 p.m. Feb. 22-23 in
the Wooden Nickel. Admission
is free.

each trying to be first. It is a
statement on the lengths people
will go in order to be first.
Kelly Gallagher (frJamestown, ND), Greg
Peterson (fr-Fargo), Mark
Keely (fr-St.Paul), Beatrice
Stephenson (jr-Lake Elmo) and
Steven Raguse (fr-Wheaton)
will portray the five people.

The play is being
independently
produced
through the cooperation of the
Student Union Programing
Board. Tom Peterson (jrWalker), director, says that this
is an attempt at an intimate
type of theatre.

Future plays, either in the
coffeehouse or outside, depend
on the success of "Line", says
Peterson.

Horovitz's comedy is about
five people standing in a line,

film flees boredom, despite length

film

(Hoffman), a timid, meticulous end of the film, when he must to the motion picture industry of many of the Academy Award
By Bruce R. Miller
If you thought "Deliverance" counterfeiter, who has enough decide between security or the and, like his film "Papillon," members when it comes to
was an exciting motion picture, money to aid them in bribing chance for freedom, Hoffman should be foremost in the minds balloting time.
wait until you see "Papillon." their way out of prison. As the lives up to his star billing and
It's a spellbinder from the first two gentlemen battle a number dominates the screen with his
frame until the last that leaves of obstacles in order to attain fine interpretation of the tragic
you in a state of sheer freedom, a strong comraderie effects imprisonment can have
develops which endures even on the deterioration of one's
exhaustion.
the most severe forms of torture mental and physical stability.
Franklin J. Schaeffner, the and remains long after Papillon
The supporting cast
m a n r e s p o n s i b l e f o r t h e and Dega have gone their
members, although
hardly
A c a d e m y A w a r d - w i n n i n g separate ways.
memorable, perform nicely
"Patton," is back doing what he
does best, thrilling audiences
As the rebellious Cherriere, within the limitations of Dalton
with his superior film versions McQueen delivers one of the Trumbo and Lorenzo Semple
of factual material. Based on best character portrayals of the Jr.'s effective script, while
Henri Charriere's best-selling year. His unique ability to age Jerry Goldsmith's appropriate
novel, Schaeffner leads his both physically and mentally score turns many of the story's
s t a r s , S t e v e M c Q u e e n a n d for the part is most beneficial in duller moments into essential
Dustin Hoffman, through two- adding a horrifying realism to parts of the plot's over-all
and-one-half hours of grueling the cruel, inhuman treatment of purpose.
violence and despair as they try the inmates at the now defunct
Photographer Fred
to escape from a French penal prison in St. Laurent. While in
colony.
reclusion, where he is forced to Koenekamp has beautifully
exist on insects and his strong lensed the movie with a
"Papillon," the movie's title, will to survive, McQueen National Geographic eye that is
is the nickname of Cherriere becomes Charriere. Never primarily responsible for the
which, in French, means before in his career has film's PG rating, despite its
butterfly. Like a butterfly McQueen turned in such a excessive violence and profuse
(which is symbolically tatooed d e p t h y , w o r t h w h i l e native nudity.
on his chest) Henri Cherriere performance.
(McQueen) finds that he must
Equally proficient at
live free or else die. Thus, when
As the fastidious Dega, directing as he is at selecting
he is wrongly imprisoned for the H o f f m a n i s s o m e w h a t the best creative and technical
murder of a pimp, Papillon overshadowed by the strong talent to produce his film,,
Steve McQueen and Dustin Hoffman are fellow convicts i mprisoned on
quickly befriends Louis Dega character of Papillon, yet at the Schaeffnqr is definitely an asset

rzz^

Devil's Island in "Papillon."
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Sabbath exorcises ghost of heavy rock

By Jeff Baenen
The album cover depicts a
subject that is much in vogue —
exorcism. Surrounded by a
blood-red host of mocking
demons, the victim writhes
upon his bed in the throes of
possession. On the reverse side,
the freed possessed is
comforted by his family during
the aftermath of exorcism. The
striking cover alone would
qualify the album as one of the
year's best if albums were
judged solely on the merits of
cover art and not musical
content. No problem there.
Black Sabbath's latest
spellbinder, Sabbath, Bloody
Sabbath, easily makes the
grade music-wise as one of the
year's best.

The album itself exorcises the
ghost of heavy-metal rock. Like
many heavy-metal groups such
as Led Zeppelin and Deep
Purple, Black Sabbath has
found itself trapped within the
confines of grinding guitars,
incessantly thrashing drums
and predictable, endlessly
repeated1 progressions.
However, Black Sabbath now
uses steel-edged guitars and
leaden vocals to its advantage,
transmuting iron-clad rock into
pure gold. Black Sabbath is
truly the alchemist of heavymetal rock.
Black Sabbath ushered in its
devilry under a heavy cloud of
fire and brimstone, creating in
the lonely churchbell and
distant thunderstorm of the first
album's opening sequence a
mood of suspense that has not
since been equalled by anyone.
Paranoid, the second excursion
into the realms of insanity,
provided some fine moments in
the ranting madness of
"Paranoid",
the death-like
drone of "Iron Man" and the
weirdness of
"Electric

Funeral".
"Sabbath, Bloody Sabbath".
The public's reception of the
third album, Master of Reality,
Moog synthesizers, another
was lukewarm, but the album product of the music revolution,
did sport some variations on the are incorporated into Sabbath's
heavy-metal theme with metallic din with the cut "Who
"Children of the Grave" and Are You". A nightmare of
"Into the Void". Black modern-day technology, "Who
Sabbath's fourth endeavor was Are You" undulates like a
probably its most popular as poised cobra while the drums
well as most innovative, a pound like a funeral march. The
stunning display of razor-sharp grimness is -alleviated by the
rock that climaxed with the sudden upswing of "Looking
spectacular "Supernaut."
For Today", which together
with the amazingly dreamy
And now, after a year's instrumental "Fluff", propel
absence, Back Sabbath returns the album out and beyond the
from beyond, delving into the limits of mere heavy-metal.
past and unearthing a bubbling
caldron of '70's schizophrenia.
The lyrics add another
Sabbath, Bloody Sabbath is an dimension altogether. Fearorgy for the ears right from its haunted and anxiety-riddled,
galvanic guitar intro. Wailing their seeming meaninglessness
reverbs, screeching guitar reflects the insecurity of today.
slides, pulsating wah-wahs and It is an insecurity that can only
the fiendish laughter of lead be conquered by belief in
singer Ozzy Osbourne — all the oneself, a belief that is echoed in
cold, sinister sounds of "Spiral Architect" — "of all the
mechanized mania are things I value most in life — I
developed to their fullest see my memories and feel their
potential in "A National warmth and know that they are
Acrobat", "Sabbra Cadabra", good — You know that I
"Killing Yourself to Live" and should". "Spiral Architect"

\.

also carries the hallucinatory
metaphors of the Beatles'
"Lucy In The Sky With
Diamonds" — "Synchronated
undertaker — Spiral skies —
Silver ships on plasmic oceans
— In disguise". The final
picture is one of violent insanity
and inner torment.
The images of "Spiral
Architect" adequately sum up
the album. After a floating
guitar intro, the song races
from beginning to end with
urgent drumming and powerful
overtones,
swelling at its
conclusion with enthusiastic
applause. It is a response that
many listeners are likely to
duplicate.
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across the country skiing gains popularity
By Karl Xavier III
"It seemed so logical when
we looked at the whole idea,"
said Dennis Hamilton, MSC
graduate. "We talked about it
and we went out and did it."

skis. It's just a good way to get
around."

"People who cross country
ski aren't out to cause trouble.
They're the type who like to find
the peaeefulness and the
outdoor quiet feeling. Anyone
can ski. I've seen older people
out skiing and having a very
enjoyable time. Anyone can go
at his own pace," Dennis
described. "It's just very
recreational."

Certainly one must be careful
of the ski equipment that he
purchases. Many off brands are
cheaper, but will not last any
Dennis was talking about decent length of time. Most any
himself and his friend, Terry s p o r t s h o p h a n d l e s c r o s s
Oster, also an MSC graduate. country equipment at a very
They wanted a winter sport that reasonable price range from
would take them outdoors and seventy five dollars to over one
When one has easily learned to
yet would not require a hundred dollars. Most ski
competitive effort. They wanted packages, for that price range, cross country ski, he can go
a recreational sport—cross include the ski boots, bindings, a l m o s t a n y w h e r e . I n t h e
process, he uses over 'ninety
country skiing.
skis, and poles.
per cent of his body, leaving
Both had become
Waxing skis
i s v e r y little chance for freezing. It
makes it possible to ski whether
disappointed with the amount of important. One must learn to
time they spent sitting inside. It remove old wax and replace it it is minus thirty degrees or a
with new wax, something that is balmy twenty above zero.
seemed that a Minnesota
winter could be dealt with in not exactly an easy process.
It's nice to know that there is
s o m e o t h e r m a n n e r . I t The wax myst be applied so that
definitely has, not only for the skis will glide smoothly a winter sport that requires no
Dennis and Terry, but for over the snow without carrying uniforms, basketball hoops,
hockey sticks or a television
anyone who has taken the time half of it with.
tube. Finally,
as
and money to cross country ski.
When asked what the best ski Dennis puts it, "In the spring,
"It's a great Minnesota snow conditions would be, Dennis you can even ski in shorts and a
sport that should have caught said most any snow is ok as long t - s h i r t ! " N o w t h a t i s
o n e a r l i e r , ' ' D e n n i s as there are not any car tracks, recreation!
commented. "In Norway, kids people tracks or snowmobile
ski to school and older folks get tracks. A light powder snow is
around most anywhere with really nice.

Photos by Richard Clerke

trackmen notch 22nd
consecutive victory
By Mary Ann Young
With the first weekend of
competition behind them, the
Moorhead State Track Team
has maintained a 22 meet
winning streak by defeating
South Dakota State University,
69-58, Friday night. This
weekend the trackmen's
schedule takes them to the
University of Minnesota for the
two-day Northwest Open.
Starting off the year well, the
Dragons made seven new
marks in the record book last
weekend. Saturday the Dragons
competed in the U.S.Track and
Field Federation meet at NDSU
where no team points were
kept.
Dragon Coach Ron Masanz
was obviously satisfied with the
Dragons' weekend. "We really
had the adrenalin flowing for
the meet with South Dakota
State. It was a super team
effort. We got most of the points
we expected from the veterans,
and some surprise efforts from
our new people."
Setting two Dragon records,
John Tiemann (so-St. Paul)
began a record-breaking trend

by beating Gary Bentley of
SDSU, the NCAA cross-country
champion, with a 2:15.2 time on
Friday in the 1000 yard run. On
Saturday at NDSU Tiemann ran
the mile in a Dragon indoor
record time of 4:10.5.
Dan Woodbury (sr-White
Bear Lake), co-captain, hit
1:12.3 in the 600 at NDSU for
another indoor record. Mike
Francis (jr- Austin) followed
suit by breaking the school
record in the two-mile steeple
race with a 10:27.2.
Hurdler Bob Jappe (jr-Tracy)
tied two school records in the 60yard high hurdles and
intermediate hurdles. On
Saturday, Jappe showed well in
a new event, the 220 yard
intermediate hurdles, with a
record :26.2.
Other individual Dragon
winners were Tom Musch (soSt. Paul) in the long jump, John
Marsh (sr-Richfield) in the 300
and Ken Scarbrough (jrThorndike, ME).
The Northwest Open will see
20 Dragon tracksters competing
against 400 other student
athletes from all over the Upper
Midwest.
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spectator weekend—ACU-I
Everything is set for the
Association of College UnionsInternational Region 10 Games
Tournament to be hosted by
Moorhead State College Feb. 15
and 16. Thirty-nine colleges
from Minnesota, North Dakota,
Iowa and Manitoba will
participate in what promises to
be an exciting event for
participants and spectators
alike.
All run-offs have been
completed and contestants have
been selected. In men's
bowling, the only event to be
held at North Dakota State
University, the MSC team will
include A1 Boumgarner, Ron
Rubow, Jim Houston, Bill
Wenberg and Brian Johnson.
Boumgarner says of the
tournament, "It's going to be
some good competition. I know
the U. of M. has a good team."

/

sports

Representing MSC in men's
billiards will be Mike
McMorrow and Bill Devine,
while April Knox will be the
women's billiards contestant.
All billiards competition will be
held in the Games Room.

Olson asset to field hockey team
By»Zoe Ames
Editor's note: The following
is the fifth in a six part series
dealing with gifted women
athletes at Moorhead State
College.

The Moorhead State College
women's field hockey team
came in second in its
tournament this year. Gayle
Olson (so-East Grand Forks),
nicknamed Oly, was a definite
asset to this accomplishment,
according to team captain
Diane Krogh (jr-Moorhead).
Krogh explains, "Her spirit is
good. She always tried hard.
She never moped over a lost
game. Oly was a good
cheerleader on the team."
Olson played intramural
sports in high school but never
played field hockey until she
came to MSC. The summer of 72,
Olson was the most valuable
player for the Women's Red
River Valley Fast Pitch
Tournament. Three states were
involved in the tournament.
Krogh, her roommate, knew
Olson had played fast pitch
Softball and had good
coordination, so she urged
Olson to go out for the hockey
team. Olson says, "I played
women's fast pitch in the
summer months and was voted
MVP. My roommate urged me
to go out for the field hockey
team. I was curious about the
game so I did go out. I really
love the game. It is such a
challenge. It's a very difficult
sport to master."
Olson's approach to field
hockey is, "I approach the
game to have fun and to do the
best job I can. Winning isn't
everything. Field hockey is a
difficult game to play because
of the endurance. You run for 35
minute halves without any time
outs. The only time-outs are for
injury. There are a let of rules
in field hockey, too, and it is

practice, so I think that my
chances aren't real good
against some of the students
from other countries, who
usually have a better knowledge
of the game."
Table tennis doubles
representatives will be Wayne
Tang and Paul Parries, and
women's table tennis contestant
will be LeAnn Kuntz. She says,
"Although I haven't found
many other girls to practice
with, I will do the best I can and
Table tennis events will be the tournament should be fun. I
held in the Campus School Gym. just hope I don't clutch."
Representing MSC in men's
table tennis singles will be
MSC will be represented in
Barry Thompson. He says, "In chess by Micheal Halverson and
school in Minneapolis, I was a Elwyn Kjallberg. There will be
member of the High School no MSC contestants in bridge,
Table Tennis League, the only but bridge competition among
one in the country at the time. the other schools will be held
In the two years since, I've Friday and Saturday in the
gotten somewhat out of Union.

April Knox says, "This is my
first tournament, but I've been
practicing for two or three
hours every day. I'm the only
girl representing MSC in
billiards. We have won the past
two years, so I'm a little afraid
to blotch the record."
The women's bowling team
will consist of Twila Johnson,
Diane Fisher, Becky Nordling,
Carol Retrum and Carol
Repesh.

Dra9°n bb team ehan9es
from challenger to spoiler

Moorhead State College
discards its previous role as
modest title challenger and
assumes new stature as spoiler
this week in the Northern
Intercollegiate Conference
basketball drama.
The Dragons' distant dreams
of a possible share of the NIC
title evaporated at Bemidji
State College last Saturday as
the Beavers toppled the
Dragons, 77-71, despite a gallant
Moorhead rally.
This week the Dragons host
powerful Winona State in a
crucial conference test at 7:30
p.m.
Saturday at Alex
Nemzek Hall.

Gayle (Oly) Olson (so-East Grand Forks) give the schtick about field
hockey in the adjoining story.

Photo by Zoe Ames

difficult to learn all of them."
The training for field hockey
consists of a lot of running and
stick work. Running is
necessary, according to Olson.
"The leg muscles need to be
built up. You are constantly
running up and down the field.
To maneuver the stick and the
ball takes a lot of coordination."
Women's participation in
sports is important and they are
getting better all the time,
thinks Olson. "I think sports are
really important for women,
especially team sports. It's a
growing experience. We are
getting a lot of freshman who
are better skilled than ever
before at MSC." Participation
on a team has been worthwhile
for Olson. "I have gotten to

know a lot of people. I feel by
participating on the team, one
becomes a well-rounded
person."
When asked about
professional athletes Olson
replied, "I would never go
professional. Professionals are
not concerned with the sport but
with the money. There are
money hassles in professional
sports. If people want to go
professional fine, but I hate to
see sports get so money
hungry."
Olson is a physical education
and recreation major. She
wants to teach and some day
coach high school. Next quarter
Olson will get a job, earn some
...Continued on Page 18

Moorhead's major concern is
stopping the Warriors'
devastating duo of Gus Johnson
(6-8) and Roscoe Young (6-6).
Young, the NIC's Leading
scorer with a 24.4 game
average, scored 33 in Winona's
86-77 vicotry over Michigan
Tech Saturday. Johnson, the
premier rebounder in the
conference, hauled down a
record harvest of 29 boards. He
is averaging 18.0 rebounds in
league play.
Winona has other talented
personnel, in addition to
Johnson and Young. Werner
Geisen (6-8) and Paul Sir (6-6)

provide Coach Les Wothke with
additional scoring and
rebounding strength while
guard Jeff Crouse (6-0) dictates
the Warrior offensive plan.
Winona stopped the Dragons,
80-73, at Winona in early
January.
Moorhead will bring a 10-11
overall mark and a 3-4
conference record into play this
week. The Dragons split
non conference meetings last
week, bowing 106-64 to North
Dakota State University and
dumping Mayville State (ND),
92-77.
Moorhead State Coach Dennis
Anderson is expected to start
Larry Higdem (jr-Detroit
Lakes) and Phil Larkins (jrBrookly, NY) at guard, Dean
Renneke (jr-Wood Lake) and
Larry Potter (jr-Duluth) at
forward and Jim Bowen (jrYork, SC) at center this week.
Bowen continued his scoring
rampage last week against
NDSU, Mayville State and
Bemidji State with successive
scoring nights of 17, 28 and 32.
The 6-3 import has scored 475
points in 21 games (22.6) and is
only 34 points shy of the single
season scoring mark of 509
points set by Charlie Williams
in 1970-71.

men's tennis meeting
Tennis practice will officially start at 7:30 a.m.
March 7 in Nemzek Hall. All interested prospects
should meet in Nemzek 151 with coach Bob
Bromme at 4 p.m. on Feb. 21. Prospects should
not schedule 8 a.m. classes spring quarter.
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Minn Kota tourney here this weekend
By Gayle Cossette
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Phone: 233-7032
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The second annual Minn-Kota
Conference women's basketball
tournament will be held in Alex
Nemzek fieldhouse Friday and
Saturday with MSC playing its
first game 6:30 p.m. Friday
against North Dakota State
University.
MSC placed second in last
year's tournament behind
Valley City State. This year the
Dragonnettes are tied for sixth
place in the eight-team
conference with a 2-6 win-loss
record.
MSC lost to NDSU Friday 6040,and Monday to University of
North Dakota 39-31 in its last
two regular season games.

Eileen Kuppich (sr-Fargo) took Saturday's games are at 8:30
scoring honors in both games and 10 a.m. and 1p.m. with the
with 11 and 13 points, championship at 3 p.m.
respectively.
If MSC beats NDSU Friday, it
Coach July Bowers attributes plays at 10 a.m. Saturday while
the Dragonnette's lopsided a l o s s w o u l d h a v e t h e
record to "inexperience more Dragonettes playing at 8:30
than anything else," citing low a.m.
shooting percentages and bad
passing under pressure in
The women's gymnastics
particular.
team participated in a meet
Feb. 6 with Bemidji and NDSU.
The B squad finished the No one from MSC placed in the
season with a 5-2 record, meet, but every girl improved
winning its last game against on her scores from the last
NDSU 47-25.
meet, according to coach
Donella Palmer.
The Minn-Kota Tournament
begins at 3 p.m. Friday with
Bemidji placed first in the
games in both the Fieldhouse meet, followed by NDSU.
and the women's gym.

intramurals
The OWLS racked up their second all-school intramural championship of
the year last Thursday night when they edged the RANGER 3-1 in a well
played hockey final at the Moorhead Centennial Arena. The OWLS
previously had won the all-school flash football title last fall. The playoffs
featured the top four teams from the highly successful seven team league. In
first round action the OWLS BLASTED THE RAGING HAWKS 7-1, and the
RANGERS won over NORTHWEST 14 by forfeit — the only forfeit in the
entire league this season. The OWLS (5-0-0) also won the league title followed
by the RANGERS (4-1-1) NORTHWEST 14 (4-2-0), RAGI NG HAWKS (3-1-1),
TKES (1-5-0), WINDSOR CANADIANS (1-4-0) and the FLYERS (0-5-0).

A Food Lover's Dream!
King Igo's will satisfy you with this new treat**. Twt
juicy Beef Patties... Tasty Cheddar Cheese... Crisp,
fresh Lettuce... Sliced Pickles... All held together by
• triple sliced Sesame Seed bun, toasted and served
with our own special sauce.

ONLY

65*

In first round play, EZ 8, a fourth place finisher in the White division upset
undefeated Red division champion PETE'S SHOES 54-47. Scott Thompson
provided the fireworks for the winners with 32 points. The KINGS also came
through with a mild upset as they dumped a tough M.L.O. Five 62-57. Don
Johnson was "King" of the KINGS as he netted 25 points and dominated the
boards. BIG 8 showed their overall class and ran to a 73-47 decision over
the ACES.

it's the
real thing
Coca Cola and Coke are registered trademarks which
identify only the product of the Cola Co.

W W1HAMBURGE^l specialists!
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First round action in the sixteen team men's all-school basketball
championship started Monday night at Nemzek with some well-played
games. To qualify for the playoff, a team had to finish in the top four places in
the division. The league was comprised of forty teams with ten teams in
each of four divisions. Quarter finals were played Feb. 13. Semi-final games
are set for 8 and 9 p.m. Feb. 14 in the women's gym at Nemzek . Finals are
slated for 8 p.m. Feb. 19 in the fieldhouse.

PIANO FORKS - FAROO- MlMOTf

AMPLE PAHKINQ.NO WMTIN3
1833 South University Drive

65c
Free

Offer good wifh coupon only.
Bring a friend and save.
Offer good from February 15fhru March 15,1974

TEAM

MEN'S BROOMBALL STANDINGS
WON LOST

RANGERS
BMF
HARDCORES
TKES
OWLS
THE STARS
SIGTAUS
MIGHTY Ml DGETS
BROKEN BROOMS
GRAIN BELT

TIE

0
1

0

PTS.

0
0
1

0
0
0

l'/2

Every Thursday night starting at 7 p.m. there is folk dancing for both men
and women in the dance studio (266) of Nemzek. All interested people are
invited to take part in this activity.

• 2107 - 3 Ave. N., Fargo - 293-1044

Ly'/it

Moorhead High School won
the Class AA title last spring,
while Fargo (ND) Shanley
captured the Class A crown.

U.S.

* IMSS
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field hockey

• (from P. 17)

Slimnastics is also an informal activity with action taking place every
Wednesday from 7-9 p.m. in Nemzek 161. Bring swim suits, caps and
comfortable clothes. No registration necessary, come for fun.

Bikeway Cycle Center

Conflicts with scheduled
meets resulted in cancellation
of the annual affair. Originally
set for May 14, the relays had to
be dropped when the Dragons
were asked to host the Northern
Intercollegiate Conference
outdoor track and field
championships the same week.
The NIC outdoor is set for May
17-18.

4
3'/a
3

Water polo continues on Tuesdays from 4-6 p.m. Come as an individual and
be placed on a team with instruction available.

^
" FIBERGLASS
CANOES

The Roy Domek Relays,
sponsored by Moorhead State
College for the last 25 years,
have been cancelled for 1974,
according, to Ross Fortier,
athletic director.

2

WRA

LIFETIME

1974

The Relays will resume on
May 13, 1975. The two-class
affair was known as Dragon
Relays until last year when the
title was changed to honor long
Regular season league champions were: RED DIVISION — PETE'S
SHOES (9-0), BLUE DIVISION — BIG 8 (8-0), GREEN DIVISION-HONKY time Dragon coach Roy Domek,
TONK HARRIERS (9-0), WHITE DIVISION— 6 FOOTERS (8-1), OWLS NO. who retired from the MSC staff
1 (8-1), CRUSTY SHORTS (8-1).
in 1972.
FREE THROW CONTEST for men and coed. REGISTER now through
Tuesday, Feb. 19. Contest runs Feb. 19-21. Men shoot 100. Co-ed, Men shoot
50, women shoot 50 and add the scores together. Trophies to winners.

CLIP THIS COUPON AND SAVE

| 1 st Big Leo
I 2nd Big Leo

The BIG 8, winners of the pre season tournament and favored to win the
all-school championship for the second year in a row, had five players in
double figures. Bob Gordon led the way with 15 markers. The OWLS NO. 1
muscled past the LIGHT BRIGADE 49-33 behind Roger Griffin's 12 points.
Undefeated HONKY TONK HARRIERS (9-0) and champions of the Green
division had to hustle to edge the MIGHTY MIDGETS 52-48. Line Woodbury
tallied 21 points for the Harriers. Doug Schmoll and Dean Mueller scored 21
points each to pace BOOBA's MICE to a 64-38 victory over the CRUSTY
SHORTS 64-38. It took the 6 FOOTER an overtime period to subdue the
BALLERS 47-41 in a great game. Greg Jerlow led the way with 14 points for
the winners.

Domek
Relays
off for

money and go to Alaska. She
explains happily, "I want to
travel beforeIget out of school.
I know once I graduate and
start working I won't have the
chance."
Team captain Krogh says
losing Olson will hurt the field
hockey team. "The team will
feel they've lost something next
year. If nothing else, we will
miss Oly's great humor. She
came to college knowing
nothing about field hockey. Oly
wanted to improve and every
game she played, she played to
improve."

r
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rec news

will wrestlers stop skid vs. NDSU?

High Series for Week of Feb. 4-7:
Monday
5 p.m.
7 p.m.
9 p.m.
Tuesday
5 p.m.
9 p.m.

Lee (God's Squad)
Mike Millner
Bill Wenberg

545
483
580

Debbie Kratz
Mark Jensen

451
488

Men's
Men's
Men's

Mark Engelstad
Mark Warren
Bill Wenberg

550
530
544

Men's

Gene Cross

543

Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Women's
" Mixed

Wednesday
5 p.m.
7 p.m.
9 p.m.
Thursday
5 p.m.

Individual High Game

Men:
Women:
Coed:

Dave Wah! 221
Debbie Kratz 167
Men —Jim Lee 223 and Women — Julie Retrum

195

Sign upfor a Doubles Foosball Tourney Feb. 21, starting at 6:30 p.m.
All league bowlers: Be sure to sign-up for the All Leagues Award
Ceremony, 7 p.m., Feb. 20, in the CMU Ballroom.
Feb. 20, is Men's Day in the Recreation Center; bowling and pool at half
price for all MSC males.

Nemzek closed this weekend
There will be no open gym activities at
Nemzek Hall this weekend due to the WRA
Tournament on Saturday and Chamber of
Commerce Basketball Tournament on Sunday.

women's tennis meeting Monday
An organizational meeting for the women's
tennis team will be held at 4 p.m. Feb. 18 in
the northwest lounge on the second floor of the
Comstock Union. Spring practice will be
discussed with any new members, as well as
those who participated last fall, welcome.

Holiday BarbersUS
4444-

HOLIDAY MALL
Roffler Trained Stylists
Roffler Products
R K Products
Toupees

Tuesday-Friday — 8:00-5:30
Sat urda y — 8:00-4:00

^
y
^
iyj
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Winless in their last seven
duals on the road, the Dragons
host North Dakota State
University Feb. 14 at7:30p.m.
The workload will be
demanding against the Bison.
NDSU is ranked third among
NCAA College Division
wrestling brethren with
defending NCAA College
Division champions under
contract in Phil Reimnitz (126)
and Lee Petersen (142).
Reimnitz built a remarkable
37-1 over-all record last year,
winning 33 matches by falls,
while Petersen fashioned a 36-4
seasonal standard. The Bison
finished third in the NCAA
College Divison Tournament in
1973, with 59V2 team points.
NDSU claimed a 34-12 dual
decision over the Dragons at
NDSU last winter, en route to a
11-2-0 dual mark.
Moorhead's record for 1973-74
dropped to 3-12 last weekend,
with successive road losses to
Winona State (32-15), the
University of Northern Illinois
(32-11), the University of
Northern Iowa (39-5) and the
University of Minnesota (41-5).

Moorhead faced UNI, NIU
and Minnesota in a triple dual
Feb. 9 at Cedar Falls, IA.
Faced with a critical
manpower shortage, Moorhead
State had to forfeit at 142, 158
and 167 in that meet, a necessity
that all but destroyed any
chance of victory.
Despite the frustrating
weekend, there were some
encouraging performances for
Coach Bill Garland. Lyle
Freudenberg (sr-Parkers
Prairie) posted four victories on
the tour to hike his 1973-74 dual
record to a sparkling 14-1.
Tom Lenihan (jr-Bismarck,
ND) was cited by Garland for a
strong performance on the trip

with two victories by fall and a
pair of draws, including a 6-6
deadlock with UNI's Tom
Garcia, the reigning Midlands
Champion.
Injuries continue to haunt
Garland's gang. Captain Bob
Bowlsby (sr-Waterloo, IA)
claimed a 13-7 triumph at
Winona but was idled in the
triple dual by an ankle injury.
His availability this week is
uncertain. Joe Horslund (soCedar Falls, IA) reinjured his
shoulder at Winona and is lost
this week. Garland is still
hopeful he can enter the
Northern Intercollegiate
Conference Tournament Feb. 20
at Winona.

WELCOME MSC STUDENTS

'C

heck-r«6S6lT6f^,

RESTAURANT * SUPPER CLUB

Downtown Fargo
PHONE 232-8931

White Duck Whiskey
Qts., 5ths., Pts.

Calvert Cocktails
5th's & lOth's

i »
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Burdened with a seven-meet
losing string, Moorhead State
College wrestlers hope the
return to Alex Nemzek Hall
provides the needed tonic to
alleviate the Dragons' dualmeet slump.

a

Skylark Light Whiskey
Qts.

Red, White, and Blue
(By the Case)

Positions Available
In The Student Union

THE HOUND MOUSE
M LIQUORS
Cor. 12 Ave. S. & Old Hwy. 52
234-9494 — Moorhead
SSSSSSSSSSSSSMSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

Openings in Et Cetera Shop and
Game Room for Spring Quarter.
Openings for Night Managers available
for academic year 1974-75.
Applicant must be available for interview and training
during Spring Quarter '74. Applications may be picked up at
the Et Cetera Shop and returned THERE BY FRIDAY,
FEBRUARY 15, 1974. If you have any questions, contact
Dorothie or Bruce at the Union. Both work study and nonwork-study students may apply.

Ball Bonds)
Municipal -District - Federal|

232-2505 I
s

Anywhere - Anytime
(Call 24 Hours)

I
§

BOB YOUNG AGENCY INC. \
302 N Univ. Dr. Fargo

&

Peddle your way to savings.

Bikeway Cycle Center
2 1 0 7 - 3 A v e . N.', Fargo - 293-1044 Z

sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss.

When you
have the
Munchies

T-Shirts
Sweat Shirts

Beer Towels
Wind Breakers

Ceramic Steins
Colossal Mugs

Insulated Mugs
Mustache Mugs

Plastic Cups
Coasters

Lighters
Bottle Flash Lights
•
•
•
•
•

There's a vending machine nearby.

F-M Vending

282-3693

CHICKEN
SEA FOOD
MEALS PREPARED TO YOUR SATISFACTION
BANQUET & MEETING ROOMS TO 150
ON & OFF SALE LIQUORS

UVE ENTERTAINMENT HITELY

Liquor — Wine —
Beer — Ice

THE R0UHD HOUSE
94 LIQUORS
Cor. 12 Ave. S. A Old Hwy . 52
234-9494 — Moorhead
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children's author to speak at MS Ed. Dept.
Elizabeth Witheridge,
Minneapolis author of books for
children, will be on campus
Feb. 19. The MSC Education
Department, in cooperation
with Concordia College and
Moorhead Public Library and
Moorhead schools, will sponsor
the visit.
Witheridge will meet with
students at 10 a.m. in Weld 2 and
at 11 a.m. in Lommen 136 to
discuss children's literature
and writing for children.
She will be featured at a
"Meet an Author Night" at 7:30
p.m., Feb. 19, at the Moorhead
Public Library. Interested
people are invited to attend any
of the three sessions.
Witheridge was born in
Saginaw, MI. She graduated
with a bachelor of science in
education from Central
Michigan University and
studied further at the
University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor.
Her books include "Mara of
Babylon", "Mara Journeys
Home", "Jim Penny's Golden
Nugget", "Never Younger,

Jeannie" and "Just One Indian
Boy", which will come out in
March. Her latest book is an
account of the growing-up years
of a Chippewa Indian boy in
Minnesota.

r

1

"Dead End Bluff", a Junior
Literary Guild Selection, has
been transcribed into braille, as
has "Mara of Old Babylon",
which has also been published
in Hebrew.

events calendar
FEB. 14-20, 1974
Feb. 14-28
Art Exhibit: JIM HOWARD, Environmental Drawing-Sculpture — CA Art
Gallery
Thursday, Feb. 14
10-2 p.m. Civil Service Representative: Tony Cramer, Interviews with
Seniors interested in Civl Service Positions — CM Union 210
7 p.m. Minnesota Migrant Meeting — CM Union 226
7 p.m. IVCF — Owens Lounge
7 p.m. SUPB: Poetry Reading — RICHARD HUGO (No admission) —
Ballroom, CM Union
7-9 p.m. Student Recreational Swimming — Nemzek Pool
7:30 p.m. Wrestling: MSC vs. NDSU — Nemzek Fieldhouse
8 p.m. SUPB Film Festival: "For Heaven's Sake"(25 cents) — Weld
Auditorium.
8 p.m. An Evening of Opera Scenes (No Admission) — CA Recital Hall
9 p.m. LCM Valentine's Party — The Room, 1000 14th St. S.
Feb. 15-16
All Day: A.C.U. In Tournament: Billiards, Bridge, Chess, Table Tennis —
Spectators Welcome — Comstock Memorial Union and Campus School
Gym
Friday, Feb. 15
6:30-9:30 p.m. Faculty-Staff Swimming — Nemzek Pool

No Entertainment
No Dancing Girls
No Cover Charge
No Tipping
Just Great Food!

Saturday, Feb. 16
5:30 p.m. Jr. Varsity Basketball: MSC vs. NDSU - Nemzek Fieldhouse
7:30 p.m. Basketball: MSC vs. Winona — Nemzek Fieldhouse
8 p.m. LCM presents "Mighty Wind" —the Room

Sunday, Feb. 17
10 a.m. LCM College Gathering — The Room
11 a.m. Worship Service — UCM Center
5:30 p.m. LCM Fellowship Supper — 6:15 Bible Study8 p.m. TKE Meeting — CM Union 202
9 p.m. Circle K — CM Union 148E

Monday, Feb. 18
Presidents' Day

No Classes

Tuesday, Feb. 19
3:30 & 4:30 p.m. Film Showings on the making of the 15th Edition of the
Encyclopedia Britannica — Library Auditorium
4 p.m. Faculty Meeting — Biology 110
4-6 p.m. WRA Water Polo — Nemzek Pool
5:30 p.m. Phi Sigs Meeting —CM Union 212
6 p.m. Delta Zeta Meeting — CM Union 202
6:30 p.m. Spurs Meeting — CM Union Senate Chambers
7 p.m. College Republicans Meeting — CM Union 226
8:15 p.m. Concert Band and Varsity Choir Concert —Weld Auditorium

Feb. 19-22
Spring Quarter Pre-registration

Feb. 19-21
Men's Intramural Basketball

Nemzek 102-116

Feb. 19-21
IRHC Championship Card Tournament— 15th Floor Lobby Neumaier Hall

Wednesday, Feb. 20
7 p.m. UCM Meeting — CM Union 204
8p.m. SUPB Film: "The Fantasy Man" — Weld Auditorium
8:15 p.m. Series Performing Arts: THE WAVERLY CONSORT "Las
Cantigas De Santa Maria" — Center for the Arts Auditorium

BONSNZB
MOMPIT
2515 S. University Drive

The Room

40* Off

Reg. Price

SUNDAY ONLY
• Sirloin
• T-Bone

Bring your MSC
I.D. for this special.
(No coupon).

